For leaders
at the forefront of aligning teams
to a brave new vision,
chasing challenging targets,
or making significant changes in their business,

it’s time for

SHARPER INSTINCTS. FASTER GROWTH.

Using the survival instincts of nature,
strategies and tactics of the military,
and the art of people science

Callie Roos and associates, a unique team of facilitators, provide leaders and their
teams with experiences and interventions that harness

SHARPER INSTINCTS. FASTER GROWTH.
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Welcome to today’s hunting ground,
where agility is the new currency.
To succeed as a leader you need to accelerate growth.
Venture into unchartered territories.
Disrupt the rules of the game.
Be more intuitive and agile than ever before.

To not only survive but thrive you need

SHARPER INSTINCTS. FASTER GROWTH.

SHARPER INSTINCTS
Sharper instincts is about sharpening your intuitive leadership skills to improve your agility.
As a leader you need to rely on your gut, your intuition, ultimately your instincts to make decisions in a split second, providing
direction to your teams, driving them to achieve a common goal. Ultimately the more you can harness your instinctive skills and
improve your intuitive intelligence, the more successful you will be at leading the pack.

FASTER GROWTH
Once you have sharper instincts you have the ability to influence the people who will change the business, achieving faster
results.

Sharper instincts start with shifting you and your team’s mindset
Change the people who will change the business.
It can be achieved through unique experiences and interventions that create:

DISRUPTIVE SPACE

REFLECTIVE REFRAMING

SHIFTING

ALIGNING

HARDWIRING

A space that gets you

Space and time to

An experience that

Dialogue that aligns

Practical

outcomes

out of your comfort

relook, rethink and

leads to a shift in

teams to a common

lead

new

zone.

reinvent.

mindsets and focus.

understanding.

thinking and doing to realise

to

that

ways

plans and achieve results.

of

Making significant changes to the flow, purpose, alignment and performance of your business
The convention

The game changer

Leadership that
demands

Leadership that
commands

Closed
system

Open
system
Stagnation
Stagnation

Agility
Agility

Control disorganised
complexity

Leverage adaptive
complexity

Fear and
noise

Calmness and
flow

With more than 20 years experience working in a corporate environment
facilitating change Callie Roos and associates have developed the unique ability to
understand systems thinking, cultural change and the importance of business
processes for advancement.
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We

offer

5

unique

experiences

and

interventions for leaders and their teams
Using the survival instincts of nature, strategies and tactics of the military,
and the art of people science.

Personal journey

Team journey
Leaders
OnTrack

Business
OnTrack

Teams

OnTrack

MyMentor

Elite
OnTrack

YOUR TEAM JOURNEY
For leaders and their teams who need to align to a brave new vision, chase aggressive
targets or make fundamental shifts in your business the team journey is for you!

Leaders
OnTrack

Business
OnTrack

Teams

OnTrack

Below is an outline of what we offer,
however each organisation’s journey will be tailored around their unique objectives, budget and timing

Objective:

Objective:

Objective:

FLOW AND PURPOSE

ALIGNMENT

PERFORMANCE

1

Leaders
OnTrack

2

Business
OnTrack

3

Teams

OnTrack

YOUR TEAM

JOURNEY

THE OBJECTIVE

A disruptive experience out of

• A big five bush experience at a 5

change the business.

your and your team’s comfort

Star Safari Camp in a Private

zone that will enable you to:

Game Reserve (locations across
Southern Africa)

Taking

Senior

Business

Executive teams on a unique
Phase 3: Teams OnTrack

African Wilderness experience
where you track wild Lions,
Elephants, Rhinos or Buffalo

• Change
• Align

to

business

tracking,

one

vision

and

• With Africa’s top field guides and
trackers
• It starts with secured guided
walks and game drives for a

• Create flow that will impact

the

of

business

purpose
the

art

your

dynamics by observing nature

learning from the ancient skill
developing instincts that you
Contact us for a quote

THE EXPERIENCE

Changing the people who will

Phase 1: Leaders OnTrack
Phase 2: Business OnTrack

THE POSITIVE DISRUPTION

bottom

line

of

your

unique up-close experience of
the true African Bush and Wildlife
• It ends off in a riverbed or

• Unleash individuals’ potential

can take into your business.

campfire conversation where the
skill of dialogue is facilitated to
determine

tailored to your need

new

strategies

both business and life

and your budget!
Duration: Four days.

Estimated Cost: Starts at R 175 000 for the entire team of 6 for 4 days. Facilitation starts at R 25 000 per day.

for

YOUR TEAM

THE OBJECTIVE

THE POSITIVE DISRUPTION

THE EXPERIENCE

JOURNEY

Phase 1: Leaders OnTrack
Phase 2: Business OnTrack

Conduct a business intervention

A facilitated business intervention

to identify how to fast track

that will enable you to:

results.

each

business

and

team’s

unique needs
• Move beyond the symptoms and

Phase 3: Teams OnTrack

• A dynamic approach tailored to

get to the core of the problem

• Driving process participation and
people facilitation

• Co-create solutions

Duration: Workshops held half day / full day/ 2 days or more. Consulting at an hourly rate / monthly retainer.
Contact us for a quote tailored to your need and your budget!

YOUR TEAM

THE OBJECTIVE

THE POSITIVE DISRUPTION

THE EXPERIENCE

JOURNEY

Phase 1: Leaders OnTrack
Phase 2: Business OnTrack
Phase 3: Teams OnTrack

Engage with key teams to

Facilitating

workshops

hardwire new ways of

leadership and their teams to:

thinking and doing to

with

• Working hands on with you and
your core teams to co-create
solutions and action plans

implement to get to the

• Unlock aggressive growth

desired results.

• Make a significant impact

• Putting measurements in place
to ensure you achieve results

Duration: Workshops held half day / full day. Consulting at an hourly rate / monthly retainer.
Contact us for a quote tailored to your need and your budget!

YOUR PERSONAL JOURNEY
For leaders who need a sounding board, who need to be re-energised and ensure they
stay on track, Callie Roos offers a personal journey for you!

MyMentor

Elite
OnTrack

YOUR PERSONAL

THE OBJECTIVE

JOURNEY
MyMentor
Elite OnTrack

THE POSITIVE DISRUPTION

THE EXPERIENCE

Interact directly with Callie

An interactive mentorship platform

• Access to Callie Roos on call

in

where you are:

• Interactive mentorship sessions

ongoing

one

on

one

mentorship sessions, discuss

• Regular check ins

tough business challenges,

• Challenged to think differently

test

• Pushed to find fresh solutions

your

thinking

and

continue to sharpen your

• Guided, informed and coached

instincts.

Duration: Packages range from once-off sessions to 20 hours over 3 months.
Contact us for a quote tailored to your need and your budget!

YOUR PERSONAL

JOURNEY
MyMentor
Elite OnTrack

THE OBJECTIVE

THE POSITIVE DISRUPTION

THE EXPERIENCE

Callie Roos offers Leaders

A disruptive experience out of

• 5 Star big five bush experience

OnTrack for individuals who

your comfort zone that will

• With Africa’s top field guides and

need to take time out to

enable you to:

reflect,

reframe

trackers
• Safely

and

secured

guided

walks,

reconnect with your purpose

• Reflect on your purpose

riverbed talks, game drives and

during

• Re-evaluate your goals

camp fire conversations

a

experience.

personal

bush

• Unleash new energy
• Craft a new growth path

Duration: Four days.
Contact us for a quote tailored to your need and your budget!
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1

Unique team of facilitators
Using the survival instincts of nature,
strategies and tactics of the military,
and the art of people science

2

Tailored approach
We customise experiences and
interventions to meet each leader
and team’s unique needs

3

Passionate about growth
Personal encounters and
proven results from
thousands of participants
and proven results from
more than 200 companies

1

Our unique team of facilitators

Callie Roos

FROM: SPECIAL FORCES OPERATOR. LAND AND SEA SURVIVAL SPECIALIST. PASTOR. SENIOR MILITARY
STAFF OFFICER. COMMUNITY LEADER. HONORARY GAME RANGER.
TO: FACILITATOR. SPEAKER. AUTHOR. PHILOSOPHER. CHANGE AGENT. MENTOR.
Callie Roos has a unique blend of leadership experience crossing the boundaries of nature, military and the spiritual realm
making him one of the biggest game changers of his time.
Callie is able to use his philosophies and experiences from the wilderness and lessons learnt in the military and corporate
world to bring new revolutionary thinking and solutions to everyday businesses, future leaders, youth and communities. He
follows a unique approach as he uses the African Bushveld Savannah as the backdrop against which he unpacks
businesses and their operations.
He then uses the principles of an open system to explore the interdependencies and how everything is connected. For this
you will be out of control and learn what it means to be in Command as a leader.
He has a proven track record of 19 years assisting over 200 businesses across multiple sectors, making a significant impact
on tens of thousands of participants. He is also regarded as a top speaker in South Africa.

Alexis Moshodi
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR. FACILITATOR. CERTIFIED BUSINESS COACH.

Alexis’s unique journey having started working as an underground surveyor, facilitator, then moving
to HRD, which included Transformation and Employment Equity has equipped him with the
remarkable ability to work with different levels of people from Exco to Operational staff to
unlock personal growth and development.
Where his journey through the organisational structures sparks a unique interest in creating a
Thinking Space where individuals can unlock their unique value they can contribute through
reflection, guidance and having a safe space to act.
He also focuses on assisting the right guidance with a unique interest in the role NeuroLeadership
has to play.

Nadine Benade
DIRECTION GIVER. KNOWLEDGE IMPARTER.
Nadine is known in the industry as a direction giver and knowledge imparter as she brings hope to
individuals, team and organisation through her experiential and practical approach to reframe peoples’
mind to achieve personal and organisation goals.
She worked for almost two decades in the Corporate Business environment before she started a Training,
Coaching and Consulting Company six years ago. She partners with the Public Sector and various Private
Sectors such as Construction, Mining, Financial, Medical and Educational Industries.
The experience she brings to any team or organisation includes Leadership, Management and Talent
Development, Performance Management, Team Development, Project Management, Business skills
development and Behaviour skills development.
Nadine’s education in Business Management, Business Communication, Human and Business Psychology,
Business and Life Coaching and ODETDP qualification support her experience in these and other areas. She
is registered with COMENSA as a Business and Life Coach, a Neethling Brain Instrument (NBI) practitioner, a
Thinking Environment of Nancy Kline practitioner and a Parallel Thinking of Dr Edward de Bono Practitioner.

Arrie van Niekerk
FACILITATOR. IMPLEMENTOR.
Arrie van Niekerk is a specialist Facilitator of the TOC (Theory of Constraints) in Mining. He was the
project leader for the implementation of TOC in more than 80 mines and 15 manufacturing
companies and has 18 years’ experience in this field. Over the past 14 years, he developed a
derivative of TOC for the mining industry, called TOC Production Flow for Mining and this approach
is producing remarkable improvements in many mining companies. The implementations ranged
from improving existing operations to the development of layout and flow models for new mines.
Improvements of up to +40% increase in output have regularly been achieved.
These projects were supported and enhanced through partnerships with other specialists like Callie
Roos.

In partnership with Callie Roos & Associates, the upward shift in leadership, improved

communication and good teamwork were remarkable in every instance. Companies with whom
these actions were successfully undertaken are: Goldfields, Exxaro, Kumba Iron ore, Anglo
American, Anglo Gold Ashanti, De Beers, Anglo Platinum, Impala Platinum & Lonmin.

3

Personal encounters
Passionate about growth

“The time spent in the veldt and the lessons learnt was the most soul
enriching experience. The moment when I stood 25 yards from the
lionesses, full of excitement but with no fear, I realised that the
reason for the fearlessness was because I was not alone. Relating
the incident back to real life, it implies that one will always draw
strength from the presence of colleagues and family members.

Every activity could be related to business principles.”
- Martin van Rensburg, OPSCO Team Mponeng Gold Mine,
- AngloGold Ashanti
“Callie Roos & Associates creates

the capacity in people to

change their mindsets in a positive way.”
- Frans Agenbag (Pr Cert Eng), GM Tao Tona Mine, Anglogold Ashanti

SHARPER INSTINCTS. FASTER GROWTH.

Proven Results
“The change process that was introduced at Mponeng Gold Mine with
Callie’s input and participation moved the business from being the next
operation to be sold to become the flagship of the South African division
in AngloGold Ashanti. This included a number of safety achievements
which included three million fatal free shift achievements as well as

doubling the operational volume

by producing more than 16

tons of gold from a base below 9 tons of gold.
The sustainability of the results over an extended period is proof of the
value of a change program developed to address what is required. “
- Johan Viljoen, previous GM at Mponeng Gold Mine, AngloGold Ashanti

SHARPER INSTINCTS. FASTER GROWTH.

Proven Results
“EXXARO initially had a share value of R60

per share. With

Callie Roos working closely with management we were able
to achieve an increase to above

R200 per share.

This resulted in a follow-up holistic approach facilitating the
whole of EXXARO (13 000 people) for a period of time.”
- Wim de Klerk , previous CFO at Exxaro

SHARPER INSTINCTS. FASTER GROWTH.
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With thousands of participants and over
200 companies describing the Callie Roos
& Associates experiences and interventions
as ground breaking and life changing,

Are you ready for the challenge?
experience@callieroos.com
+27 82 372 2790
www.callieroos.com

